


MOTO- Urban precision engineering

MOTO introduces a new biking experience.

MOTO revolutionised the cycling industry in 2012 with the 

introduction of the first pedals that can be used comfortably and 

safely with every type of shoe, and yes, even barefoot. Today, 

MOTO stands for urban precision engineering, making its pedals 

an expression of urban lifestyle.



MOTO Urban Pedal – Pure functionality

Safe on the roads at all times – on your way to a business meeting 

in the morning, popping over to the shops in the late afternoon or 

riding barefoot to a beach party on the weekend.

MOTO’s platform pedals have a large, non-slip contact surface, 

ensuring optimum power transmission in any situation.



Precision engineering 

The pedals are one of the three points of contact between rider 

and bicycle. The better this connection works, the more efficiently 

muscle power can be converted into forward motion. Thanks 

to its innovative construction, MOTO Urban Pedals are setting 

completely new standards for urban cyclists. In collaboration 

with engineers from the aerospace industry, a pedal has been 

developed which provides the optimum transfer of power 

from cyclist to axle, thanks to its large contact surface area and 

extremely thin construction.

The non-slip MOTO Griptape guarantees the perfect foothold for 

the rider, even in wet conditions, with all kinds of different shoes 

and even barefoot.

Your benefits

Secure footing and direct 

feel for the ride with its 

ultra-flat construction 

Tread surface without pins or spikes 

reduces risk of injury

Encased in top-quality laminated 

wood, glued and sealed to be 

completely waterproof

Load-bearing shells made of fiberglass 

reinforced plastic ensure the highest levels 

of stability

Light construction: 

each pair weighs only 340g 

Adjustable pedal surface in 

relation to the crank, thanks to 

the patented mounting design                    

Brilliant grip, even with flat soles, barefoot or 

in the rain, care of the MOTO Griptape



MOTO Urban Pedal – Feel the difference



Your colors

MOTO Urban Pedals are now available in colour!

Depending on personal preference, MOTO Urban Pedals are now 

available in a choice of classic or colorful options: white, red or 

black, to match your bike or your outfit.



Your city

The MOTO Reflex Pedal combines road safety with urban style. 

Made from just four different parts, the Reflex Pedal is even lighter. 

The stylish Reflex Tapes increase visibility as well. 

Be safe in style!



Be safe in style



MOTO Urban Pedals are now just as individual as your own 

personal style. Choose from a range of different colors and 

individual MOTO Griptapes and design your pedals to suit

your personal taste.

Your style - Your pedal

Custom made

Send us your design for your own custom pedals. 

Get your quote: info@motobicycles.com

MOTO Griptapes will always deliver the traction you need.

The MOTO Griptape pads create the connection between foot 

and pedal and guarantee optimum power transfer.

The specially-developed MOTO Griptapes are particularly 

resistant to wear and tear. They are perfect for all shoe types, and 

yes, they can even be used barefoot; They remain extremely slip-

resistant even in wet conditions.

MOTO Griptape – Traction 
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Your MOTO Refresh Kit

MOTO Pedals are durable and generally designed for life time use. In 

contrast to ball- or cartridge bearings they can be easily maintained. 

The MOTO Refresh Kit includes the basic components to keep your 

pedals fresh:

2 O-Rings, 2 Nuts, 2 Screws, Biodegradable Grease for 

lubrication and mounting of the pedals.

BMX Flatlander of the year

2016, 2015, 2013

MOTO Bicycles Ambassador

Be in
control
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